Film Title ___________________________ Year ________
Starring ____________________________

Color the stars!

- **Truly Superb**
- **Excellent**
- **Ok, but not amazing**
- **Lots of problems**
- **No Stars colored? Bad**

**The Story:** What happens in this movie?
Write 3-4 complete sentences

Our Ratings

- **Because:**

Leading Male Character: ___________________________
Best part of performance:

Worst part of performance:

Leading Female Character: ___________________________
Best part of performance:

Worst part of performance:

Most Memorable other Character: ___________________________
What really got our attention:

Our Ratings

- **Because:**

Academy Awards: Do we have a nominee?

- **Best Actor**
- **Best Actress**
- **Best Picture**
- **Best Screen Play**
- **Special Family Award:**